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HL:The NMI and TEDxUGA release new interactive social media content!

SH: - NMI/TEDxUGA Socials get an upgrade

Athens, GA- A group of creatives from the NMI have designed a set of interactive social media
content that utilizes Meta’s Spark AR Face Tracking technology. The project aims to increase the
level of interaction students can have with the NMI and TEDxUGA to promote brand awareness
and increase NMI enrollment and TEDxUGA participation in the spring. The well-designed
pieces are brought to life with the Spark AR tech that creates interactive user experiences
through face filters and 3D object animation.

The social heads for the NMI/TEDxUGA have done an amazing job in the respective channels
but expressed a need for more interactive elements to enhance a user's experience with the
organizations on social media. The NMI is a hub of new media, tech, and design. The social
outlets should also reflect that.

The filters will utilize face tracking technology encouraging users to proudly share which
TEDxUGA theme they identify with the most. The project also includes AR object rendering to
pose with your favorite NMI mascot, Pixel the Corgi (@pixelcorg)!

To share the benefits of this amazing technology, the design team has also developed an
open-source learning platform to teach fellow users and students how to create their AR filters
using Meta’s target tracking software.

“As the NMI continues to grow and evolve into a bright and red future, we wanted to develop
interactive filters, stickers, and AR objects so that the future of NMI/TEDxUGA can begin to see
all the cool stuff that they are doing with fun and friendly content,” said spokesperson Alex
Castleberry

The content can be viewed on NMI’s and TEDxUGA’s Instagram profiles.

“Wow, what great-looking face filters! Amazingly, PIXEL can be everywhere all at once.” - an
NMI fan

For more information go to https://www..nmi.cool/newsocialstuff



Frequently Asked Questions

Q :What are AR filters?
A: Augmented Reality (AR) Filters is a technology that superimposes computer generated
graphics and images onto the user's real world view. In this use, the face tracking technology of
Spark AR creates a dynamic AR experience in which the filters change depending on the
position of the user's face.

Q: Where can I access the AR filters?
A: Currently the filters can be accessed on Facebook and Instagram, META owned products.

Q: Who is the target audience for our AR filters?
A: Prospective, Current, and past students of the NMI programs are the target for the filters. We
would also like to engage potential audiences for TEDxUGA and those attending the event
virtually and in person.

Q: Is the TEDxUGA content evergreen or theme specific?
A: It is a mix of both evergreen and TEDxUGA 2023 Roots specific content.

Q: Do you have plans to bring this to Snapchat?
A: Currently we do not, as Spark AR, which is owned by META, a competitor to Snap Inc.,
does not allow filters to be ported to Snapchat.

Q: How do I use the AR filters?

A: When the filters are found on the Instagram app, the filters will automatically apply to the
user's view. Press the white button to take a picture or record a video, and tap on the filter to
engage the function of the filter. `


